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Families in Statistics on Average have been

enrolled for <6 months 



100 FAMILIES: A HOLISTIC APPROACH

Basic Needs

Families need food, clothing, transportation  
and safe, affordable housing.  We are
blessed to have wonderful organizations
providing these needs in this community. 
The community will continue to serve these
needs, but we won't stop here either. 
Collaborative organizations will do a full
intake and assessment on every family to
find out where their true needs lie, not just
the ones on the surface. Basic needs are
provided as a means to help families toward
greater outcomes.  

Mindset/Lifeskills

We call it "the gym" for opportunity.  Many
parents grew up without parents that
taught them values or encouraged them to
have hope for the future.  Several different
paths will be offered.  We engage
participants to start a new life with a
renewed mind.  Coupled with lifeskills
training and coaching, the program will help
change a person's mindset and gives them
one of the greatest change agents in the
world, HOPE.  

We as a community can not be successful at helping transform families if we continue to look at
families from a single problem stance.  We can't put all our time and money into providing services
that don't change lives, that don't solve problems, and that don't improve a family's ability to move
forward.  Families in crisis typically have multiple issues they are dealing with.  The crisis is the one
problem, but the root cause and the needs of the family are multi-faceted.   

We do not want to shy away from the root
problems that families are dealing with: 
addiction, mental illness, physical constraints,
and trauma.  These issues left unattended keep
parents from being able to hold down a job or
provide for their families.  This community-wide
approach sets up all vulnerable families with a
recovery counselor or family coach.  Evidence
based research shows that both of these
models, the ACT model and multi-generational
coaching (family coaching) are both very
effective at providing healing for families.  These
services will be provided to the 100 families.  

Wellness/Recovery

Employment/Education

This is where the rubber meets the road.  This is
opportunity.  Once opportunity is ready to be
accessed, it can be lifechanging.  Don't get us
wrong, everyone should be working, if they are
able to do so, from day one.  That is why while
working the "first job", we are helping the client
access opportunity.  Community partners will be
able to train families for a career path.  The
whole set up from mindset training helps them
develop a life plan, a course of action.  They
discover what they want to do and how to get
there all while having the income and support to
keep their family together and healthy.  



Contact, Connection, Career

The 100 Families Model brings about systemic
change within a community both on the
individual level and population level by
providing three stages of growth.  The

committee structure to tackle problems
mirrors the individuals journey to career, self-

sufficiency, and family preservation. 



100 Families uses a Collective Impact Model with Area Coordinators. 
 

The United Way Area Coordinators are:
 

Sebastian County, Heather Edwards, 120 N 13th St, Ft Smith                   501-263-1603 
Crawford County, Charlotte Douglas, 120 N 13th St, Ft Smith                  479-410-7070   
Pulaski County, Shanna Bruce, 1400 W Markham #300,  Little Rock      501-722-5116   
White County, Dana Baker, 1215 E Race St., Searcy                                       870-565-0718

 

 


